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PROBLEM STATEMENT
o One of the key challenges for bus differential protection is to prevent mis-

operation due to CT saturation during close-in external faults.

o Various techniques have been used to supervise traditional bus differential

characteristics in order to solve this challenge:

• Logical follow-up to block trip during CT saturation 

• It blocks internal faults if CT saturates!

• Directional supervision

• It blocks high impedance internal faults as load current

continue to flow!

• Supervision based on change of system parameters (differential 

current, restraint current) 

• Mis-trip during fast CT saturation!
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
o ACA: Use of alienation coefficient of two current signals from two-terminal

equivalent busbar configuration to discriminate internal and external faults.

o Delayed detection of fault inception results mis-trip during external faults.

o This paper presents:

o The performance evaluation of ACA for currently used fault detection

technique.

o An alternative fault detection technique.

o Performance validation for modified fault discriminator.
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Fault Discrimination by Alienation Coefficient 

Important: Detection of fault (fault inception) 
instantaneously if possible

• A becomes high instantaneously with the inception of 
internal fault.

• A becomes high after 1/8 cycle of fault inception in 
case of external faults.
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Issues Identified with Present Method

What?
• Fault discriminator responds 

incorrectly by detecting 
external fault as internal fault

Why?

• Fast CT saturation during external faultsWhen?

• Time difference between fault detection and 
starting of CT saturation becomes less than 1/8 
cycle

How?

• Delayed fault detection Fault: If It > 0.2In

Fault detection:
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Issues Identified with Present Method
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Issues Identified with Present Method
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Proposed Fault Detection Method

In steady-state:

In transient (fault):

OR

, S is a marginal constant
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Performance Validation
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Concluding Remarks

o This paper examines the performance of alienation coefficient-based bus 

fault discriminator including existing fault detector by simulation study. 

o The study suggests that existing fault detector can introduce mis-operation 

during external faults due to delayed fault detection. 

o An alternative fault detection method is proposed based on the first 

derivative of instantaneous terminal current to overcome the aforesaid 

problem. 

o The performance of the proposed fault detector is validated by simulation 

study. 

o The results of the study indicate that the proposed method is able to detect 

fault inception almost instantaneously which addresses the risk of mis-

operation of alienation coefficient-based bus fault discriminator.
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THANK YOU! ☺


